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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an in-depth analysis of MusicGen, a gen-
erative music transformer model, focusing on the capabilities of its
self-attention heads in understanding and representing diverse musi-
cal elements. We uncover how MusicGen encodes various aspects
of music through head-wise probing, from instrument recognition
to more complex downstream tasks. Our findings reveal that certain
attention heads are particularly adept at discerning specific musical
characteristics, suggesting a pathway to highly nuanced music gener-
ation. By leveraging techniques for inference-time control, originally
developed for large language models, we discuss the potential for
achieving additional precise control in text-to-music generation tasks.
This approach allows for fine-grained customization beyond basic text
prompts, facilitating music generation that more accurately reflects
the user’s creative intent.

Index Terms— Generative music transformer, classifier probes,
multi-head attention, music information retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION

A standard approach for evaluating the type of information captured
by a given deep-learning representation is classifier probing [1–3],
where simple classifiers (e.g., linear or very small multi-layer net-
works) are trained on frozen deep representations. If the combination
of deep representation and simple classifier performs well for a given
classification task, then we have some evidence that the deep represen-
tation (and by association the network used to create that representa-
tion) has learned something about the classification task. In the audio
domain, both the HEAR [4] and SUPERB [5] challenges provide a
large set of classification tasks for evaluating learned representations.

In audio as in other domains, the transformer has become the
dominant network architecture. Surprisingly, it was shown in [6] that
Whisper, a large speech recognition model trained in noisy conditions,
is also a strong audio tagger, indicating that the model learned to
classify non-speech sounds as a byproduct of the noisy-condition
training. In the music domain, training classifier probes on the output
of Jukebox, a generative text-to-music transformer, lead to strong
performance on a wide range of music information retrieval tasks
including tagging, genre classification, emotion recognition, and key
detection [7]. However, these works and related ones in the speech
domain (e.g., [8–10]) operate on entire transformer layers.

Since a transformer layer’s key component is the multi-head
self-attention process, where each attention head in a layer operates
in parallel, we analyze in this work whether individual attention
heads of a generative music transformer model have learned useful
representations for downstream classification tasks. Specifically, we
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Fig. 1: Instrument recognition performance of individual attention
head probes from the MusicGenlarge model activations. All colorbars
are normalized to the same range.

analyze MusicGen [11], a recent autoregressive generative music
transformer, in terms of a multi-instrument classification task and
the music tagging, genre classification, emotion recognition, and key
detection tasks from [7]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work evaluating downstream music information retrieval task
performance on the outputs of individual attention heads.

In addition to providing a more fine-grained understanding of
learned transformer representations, individual attention head probes
may also be useful for inference-time control of pre-trained transform-
ers. In the case of language models, it was recently shown in [12] that
individual attention heads are useful for classifying the accuracy or
truthfulness of text, and “steering” the output of only those attention
heads sensitive to truthfulness can lead to a more truthful language
model, while maintaining overall helpfulness. In this work, in addi-
tion to analyzing attention head probe accuracy on music tasks, we
also speculate on their use for fine-grained inference-time control.



Table 1: Comparison of multi-label instrument recognition performance for head-wise probing on MusicGen and a supervised model.

Accuracy / F1 Score Num.
Model vocals bass drums other avg. Param.

ConvNeXttiny [13] 97.8% / 0.947 94.4% / 0.891 95.1% / 0.914 93.2% / 0.880 95.1% / 0.906 28.5M

MusicGensmall 92.5% / 0.929 91.6% / 0.920 95.0% / 0.952 87.1% / 0.868 91.5% / 0.917 300M
MusicGenmedium 92.9% / 0.934 91.8% / 0.923 94.4% / 0.947 87.4% / 0.874 91.6% / 0.919 1.5B
MusicGenlarge 92.8% / 0.932 91.7% / 0.920 95.1% / 0.953 85.7% / 0.872 91.8% / 0.919 3.3B
MusicGenmelody 94.1% / 0.945 91.8% / 0.923 95.8% / 0.960 87.9% / 0.876 92.4% / 0.926 1.5B

2. UNDERSTANDING MUSICGEN

In this section, we seek to investigate and quantify the comprehension
of music by each attention head within MusicGen [11]. MusicGen is a
pre-trained and publicly accessible generative music transformer that
uses EnCodec [14] to create a discrete audio token, an autoregressive
transformer to predict the next token, and an EnCodec decoder to
output an audio signal. This analysis will provide insights into the
model’s potential for fine-grained control via attention head steering.
Our methodology begins with a probing task designed to assess the
model’s ability to distinguish musical pieces based on the presence
or absence of specific instruments, before broadening our analysis to
multiple downstream tasks covering various musical attributes.

2.1. Probing MusicGen

We describe the methodology of probing MusicGen by evaluating
the capability of its self-attention heads in recognizing instruments
(i.e., determining whether a target instrument is present in the audio
stream). We create a dataset by curating data from MusDB [15]
and MoisesDB [16], which offer multi-track recordings with isolated
instrument stems. For a given target stem, we form a positive class
of mixtures where the target stem is present, and a negative class
of corresponding mixtures with the target stem removed as follows.
First, we remove from every multi-track recording the time regions
where the target stem is silent. Then, out of this pruned recording,
the mixture of all of its stems is added to the positive class data,
while the mixture of all of its stems except its target stem is added
to the negative class data. Subsequently, we process 3-second-long
segments of these tracks for training (and testing), passing them
through MusicGen to extract the intermediate activation zl,h(T ) at
the last time step T for every self-attention layer l and head h. At
time step t, the l-th self-attention layer computes H self-attention
heads zl,h(t) ∈ RD from an input vector xl(t) ∈ RDH as

zl,h(t) = Att(WQ
l,hxl(t),W

K
l,hxl(1 : t),W

V
l,hxl(1 : t)), (1)

where xl(1 : t) = [xl(1), . . . , xl(t)], WQ
l,h, WK

l,h, and WQ
l,h denote

the head-specific query, key, and value projection matrices, all in
RD×DH , and Att denotes the attention operator [17]. This forms the
basis for the training (and testing) sets of the probe classifier, wherein
a simple logistic regression model is employed to distinguish the
presence of the instrument.

The testing accuracy of probes from MusicGenlarge (3.3B param-
eters) across all self-attention layers l and heads h is illustrated in
Fig. 1. We observe that specific subsets of heads outperform others
in detecting the presence of each target stem. While certain atten-
tion layers show better performance, it is notable that not all heads
within each layer result in uniform performance; rather, their effec-
tiveness varies considerably. This variation underscores the utility of
head-wise probing in achieving precise control over the transformer’s

behavior. Furthermore, MusicGen’s proficiency varies across instru-
ments; it demonstrates a strong understanding of drums and bass,
whereas its accuracy on guitar and piano is comparatively lower. This
discrepancy suggests a potential bias in MusicGen’s training dataset.

2.2. Analytical Insights from Probing

Following the probing method outlined in Section 2.1, we investi-
gate additional downstream tasks through probing to present more
objective results and enhance our understanding. First, we assess Mu-
sicGen’s probing capabilities by comparing them to ConvNeXt [13],
a model trained via supervised learning. Subsequently, we contrast
our results with prior work on music probing [7] which uses en-
tire attention layer outputs from Jukebox, another generative music
transformer model.

2.2.1. Multi-label Instrument Recognition

Following up on the performance of single-instrument recognition
depicted in Fig. 1, we further explore MusicGen’s capabilities in the
multi-label instrument recognition task: identifying the presence of
each instrument of a given music. This is achieved by fitting multiple
logistic regression classifiers (probes) for each instrument class us-
ing again the extracted intermediate activations at the last time step.
For the final evaluation, we select the best-performing probes for
each instrument class, noting that these may originate from differ-
ent attention layers (l) and heads (h). Following the methodology
described in [18], we conduct recognition tasks on 3-second music
segments from the MusDB dataset [15]. For comparative analysis,
we also report the performance of a model trained in a supervised
manner specifically for instrument recognition [18], utilizing the ‘tiny’
configuration of ConvNeXt [13].

The objective results for multi-label instrument recognition are
detailed in Table 1. We find that the performance of MusicGen’s
probes is comparable to that of the supervised method.However,
across all configurations of MusicGen, we note strong performance
in terms of the F1 score.Specifically, MusicGen exhibits exceptional
performance in recognizing drums, whereas its least effective per-
formance is observed in the other category. This discrepancy likely
arises from the ambiguous definition of the other category in the
MusDB18 dataset, with the supervised method gaining an advantage
by explicitly training on the dataset’s label, thereby enhancing its
ability to identify other.

2.2.2. Various Music Downstream Tasks

To expand our understanding of MusicGen’s capabilities beyond in-
strument recognition, we conducted probing on a set of more general
music understanding tasks. These include music tagging (MTT) [19],
genre classification (GTZAN) [20], key detection (GS) [21], and



Table 2: Performance comparison of layer-wise and head-wise probing on generative music transformers. For music tagging, we report the
performance of the best-performing probe across all classes, with the ensemble result of the best-performing probes for each class indicated
within parentheses.

Dataset MTT GTZAN GS EMO
Task Tagging Genre Key Emotion

Num.
Param.Metrics AUC AP Acc Accref. R2A R2V Avg. Dim.

Jukebox [7] 91.5 41.4 79.7 66.7 72.1 61.7 69.9 4.8K 5B

MusicGensmall 85.5 (86.7) 34.1 (37.5) 66.2 46.6 64.2 43.5 55.2 64 300M
MusicGenmedium 85.9 (87.3) 33.9 (38.4) 69.7 57.4 65.3 51.6 59.6 64 1.5B
MusicGenlarge 85.1 (87.2) 32.9 (38.5) 71.0 58.5 69.1 49.3 60.3 64 3.3B
MusicGenmelody 85.8 (87.1) 33.3 (38.1) 65.2 62.1 64.7 44.8 58.8 64 1.5B
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Fig. 2: Probe performance on various music understanding tasks. Each set of figures shows the performance on each task with probes fitted
with MusicGenlarge model output activations. Histograms in the bottom row show the distribution of head-wise probes according to their
performance.

emotion recognition (EMO) [22]. We adopt appropriate regression
models for probing for these tasks: multinomial logistic regression for
multi-class classification tasks, multiple logistic regressions for multi-
label classification tasks, and linear regression for regression tasks.
For these tasks, we set the input duration as 29.0 seconds, and let the
probes take the last time step activation output for classification.

Table 2 presents the probing results for various configurations
of MusicGen using our attention head probing, and a prior music
probing work [7] that relies on a comparative model, Jukebox [23],
but uses a different probing methodology:

1. [7] probed Jukebox using entire intermediate attention layers,
whereas our approach evaluates performance based on individual
attention heads.

2. [7] employed a one-layer MLP with 512 hidden units. In prelimi-
nary experiments, using a one-layer MLP for head-wise probes
showed limited benefits, possibly because the attention dimension
per head that we use is 75 times smaller than that of Jukebox.

Jukebox probing typically shows superior performance, maybe due
to the model’s larger number of parameters and activation dimen-
sion. In music tagging, we present both the performance of the best-
performing probe across all classes and the ensemble result of the
best-performing probes for each class, indicated within parentheses.
We observe an improved performance with the ensemble technique,

though the improvement is typically not substantial. Interestingly,
this means that we can find a single head capable of understanding
multiple attributes simultaneously, a notable feature given the MTT
dataset comprises 188 different tags. While a larger number of pa-
rameters generally correlates with enhanced performance, the melody
configuration outperforms others in key detection. This superior per-
formance is likely attributed to the model’s training with a melody
conditioning objective [11].

Figure 2 provides a qualitative visualization of the performance
of MusicGenlarge probes across various music understanding tasks,
alongside histograms representing the distribution of head-wise per-
formance. In tasks such as multi-label instrument recognition and
music tagging, there is a noticeable similarity in the trends observed
both in the histograms and the layer-wise performance distributions.
For key detection, the results indicate that comprehension is lim-
ited to only a few heads. On the other hand, emotion recognition
demonstrates a relatively uniform performance across the majority
of heads in the earlier layers, particularly layer 7. However, the
highest-performing head for emotion recognition is located in a mid-
dle layer, specifically at the 27th layer. This analysis underscores the
nuanced role that different attention heads play in music understand-
ing, highlighting the potential for precise control on each attention
head to optimize performance for specific tasks within generative
music models.



3. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF HEAD-WISE PROBING

We demonstrated that individual self-attention heads within the pre-
trained MusicGen model have indeed learned to capture distinctive
musical characteristics. In this section, we discuss the potential for
fine-grained control in text-to-music tasks, leveraging our insights to
enable more nuanced and targeted music generation.

Leveraging the classifier probes methodology, we have evidence
that self-attention heads within MusicGen are capable of encoding
musical aspects that users may wish to manipulate. Given the ar-
chitectural similarities between this class of text-to-music models
and LLMs, it is compelling to investigate whether techniques for
inference-time control of LLMs—e.g., those aimed at gaining con-
trollability via latent activation manipulation as outlined in [24–26]—
could be adapted for audio applications.

A notable study by Li et al. [12] sought to improve the “truthful-
ness” of text language models. They used classifier probes to identify
attention heads that captured the concept of “truthfulness,” allowing
for precise, targeted modifications to the model’s truth-related compo-
nents. This resulted in a language model with improved performance
on the TruthQA [27] benchmark. Inspired by this approach, we could
apply similar techniques to MusicGen to build a system that is not
only capable of coherent music generation but also offers additional
layers of control.

Such applications would offer precise control over the generative
process, allowing for customizations beyond textual descriptions and
addressing scenarios where text-to-music models may struggle, such
as generating classical music with the unconventional inclusion of
heavy metal drums. This advanced level of control could allow for
more nuanced adherence to a user’s creative intent, even when it
deviates from standard genre conventions, thereby expanding the
boundaries of expressive and adaptable text-to-music generation.

4. CONCLUSION

Our comprehensive exploration of MusicGen has revealed its indi-
vidual self-attention heads’ ability to discern and represent various
musical characteristics. The probing method applied to these atten-
tion heads not only validated the model’s capability in instrument
recognition but also demonstrated its proficiency in other complex
downstream music informatics tasks. The insights gained suggest that
adopting inference-time control techniques could achieve a higher
degree of precision in music generation than what is possible with
coarse text prompts alone. This would enable intricate customization
that adhere more closely to the user’s creative vision.
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